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CIT 1301: SERVER-SIDE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

  
DATE: OCTOBER 2020                    TIME: 11/2 HOURS 

INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer question one and any other two questions. 
 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Briefly identify 6 capabilities of PHP as a server-side programming language. (6 Marks) 

b) Briefly describe any two reasons why PHP is widely used.    (4 Marks) 

c) Comments are essential in programming languages. Briefly identify the three styles you can use 

comment out sections of your PHP program.      (3 Marks) 

d) Describe four syntax rules one must follow when inserting data in MySQL server database 

using PHP programming language.       (8 Marks) 

e) Write a simple PHP script that demonstrates how echo can display the arithmetic sum of two 

numbers.           (2 Marks) 

f) What does the term PHP stand for?       (2 Marks) 

g) Briefly explain why PHP is executed on a server.     (3 Marks) 

h) Identify the correct HTML syntax for setting Red as the background colour of your website.  

            (2 Marks) 

QUESTION TWO (15 MARKS) 

a) As a PHP programmer, develop a form that sends your email address and name to a php file 

called user. php. In this PHP file, capture and display the email address received from the form

            (8 Marks) 
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b) Distinguish between $_POST and $_GET in PHP forms.     (4 Marks) 

c) Identify any three PHP superglobals        (3 Marks)

        

QUESTION THREE (15 MARKS) 

a) MySQLi extension is useful when connecting PHP to MySQL Database. Write a PHP script 

that creates a database called “shamba”.       (8 Marks) 

b) As a PHP developer, write a PHP script that creates a table called students with any two 

attributes.           (6 Marks) 

c) What purpose does the PHP keyword global serve?     (1 Mark) 

QUESTION FOUR (15 MARKS) 

a) Identify three differences between echo and print in PHP.    (6 Marks) 

b) Identify the tag used to show the end of a PHP script.     (1 Mark) 

c) Write a PHP script tag that selects data from a ‘students’ table in the database ‘shamba’ and 

displays each of the results in the browser.      (8 Marks) 

QUESTION FIVE (15 MARKS) 

a) Cookies in websites are used to identify users. Write a PHP script that creates a cookie called my 

User with the value “Server Side”. The cookie should expire in 20 days   (4 Marks) 

b) While giving examples, describe three types of arrays in PHP.    (6 Marks) 

c) Write a PHP function that displays today’s date      (2 Marks) 

d) Describe three access modifiers in PHP       (3 Marks) 

 


